
“…this tale of a young boy overcoming his deep-seated fear of 
dogs … is a winner. Rich with details of the Alaskan sled dog 
culture and with a terrific, heart-pounding final scene …”  
 – Rebecca, Librarian, Adirondacks, New York

“This is the first in a new series and is an exciting, authentic, 
suspenseful adventure that takes place in our 49th state. I highly 
recommend it.”   
 – D. Finn, Chapel Hill, North Carolina

“… features superb storytelling and draws readers in with strong 
characters and a gripping conclusion.”
 – Susan, Middle-grade author and former teacher, New York

“Curious about dog sledding in Alaska – the dogs, the sleds, the 
gear, the mushers, the fun, and the dangers? Then this is the 
book for you!” 
 – Ruth Grant, Teacher and naturalist, Colorado

ALASKA
Danger on the Mushing Trail

ADVENTURE USA
Book 1

Eleven-year-old Josh Parker is terrified of dogs. Yet, he and his twin 
sister, Lizzie, are stuck in rural Alaska with their older cousin Brent, 
a competitive sled dog racer with his own kennel. Brent’s neighbor, 
Hank, is also desperate for a win and will stop at nothing to beat 
his competition. Suddenly, with a blizzard advancing, a training run 
turns disastrous, and Hank’s life is in Josh’s hands. Will Josh be able 
to conquer his fear and get them home alive?
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